Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 4/28/21

- Bill Mahoney (release czar) is going to start to update Slack and provide the user base with info on the release (dates and features) now that we are within 2 months of delivery.
- Starting next week, Jim is going to ask WG leads to focus on at-risk and stretch goals for Ireland during their TSC updates.
- App Functions SDK has added CodeQL as an additional code analysis tool – for evaluation in use across all of EdgeX repositories if it works out. This tool was recommended by the security WG (formerly it was called LGTM).
- The Device Service REST has been updated to V2 APIs.
- HCL is looking to contribute a new Thread device service (post Ireland).
- DevOps has demonstrated automated changelog creation and is in the process of completing that work.
- The threat model ADR has been completed and signed off.
- The EdgeX Ready program is nearing its soft-launch and is seeking organizations willing to participate. Please contact Rodney Hess for details.
- Support Scheduler V2 API has been completed – leaving support notifications as the last service to be brought up to V2.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Metris / #268 – has been refreshed and is ready for re-review
  - A new dynamic service list ADR has been created to start discussion around how all services get a list of other services that will be in an EdgeX instance.
- Voting by TSC for EdgeX Awards has concluded but there was a 3 and 4 way tie for two of the awards. The TSC decided to hold a special vote to select from the tied nominations. Aaron will send that out later today. We should have the award winner this week.